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To continue, please click on the box below to let us know that you are not a robot. Freeman Manufacturing and Delivery is the largest supplier of dieboards and diemaking supplies with more than a dozen warehouses across North America. Our extensive product offering makes Freeman one stop shop for diemakers, converters, and print
finishers! Let our experienced technical team help you with product selection, application issues, and troubleshooting! Yesterday, Freeman Manufacturing and Supply Company (including Freeman Wax Division) announced the acquisition of Matt Jewelry Design Products-Dumatt Co. and its world-renowned lines of Matt Wax jewelry
carving wax, tools and training materials. We are pleased to bring this esteemed line of premium wax products into our company. With Freeman branded waxes, Ferris waxes, and Matt waxes now all under one roof, we will be able to expand these lines even further and continue to innovate for modern jewelry designers and
manufacturers, said Matthew Turco, President of Freeman. See the press release below. Welcome to the largest supplier of materials in North America for those who make details, patterns, tools or shapes. From urethanes and epoxy resins to special waxes, vacuum packaging materials and silicone rubber. Freeman offers the most
comprehensive selection of materials for prototyping, casting, modeling, toolwork, composite production and foundry design. Our extensive Liquid Tooling offering includes fast-cast urethanes, polyurethane elatomeras, silicone rubber and resin resin casting epoxy resin. We offer product lines such as Repro, Master, Ren, Elkem (Bluestar)
and more! Included products - Fast-Cast Polyurethanes- Molding Silicon Rubber - Polyurethane Elastomers-Epoxy Casting Resin Dyes, Pigments, plus medium-density Fiberboard and more For a better review, see our Machine Media Choice Guide to Liquid Tools Materials high quality casting polyurethane, epoxy resin, silicone rubber
and plaster, featuring: Repro Fast-Cast Polyurethanes Freeman Tools Plastics Ren Polyurethanes and Epoxies Rhealand Silicon Rubber... Plus materials from Devcon, Synair, Blehm and USG For a better review, see our Liquid Materials Tools Choice Fabric, Fillers, and Bagging Full Materials from the biggest names in the industry for
building large, lightweight shapes and manufacturing parts, featuring: BGF Fiber Fiber Fabric Tools Filler Fillers And Release Films... plus ribbons, valves, and more specialty waxes manufactured in our state art facility in Avon, All of our wax products are tested in our own full service laboratory. The quality of our wax products is worldrenowned and unsurpassed by any of our colleagues. Machine wax sheet wax blind gaging wax ... plus bulk waxes and more glue and repair materials Full line of adhesives supporting all your tools and prototyping needs, showing: Freeman TUF Repair and Material Buildup Freeman F-Bond Cyanoacrylates Araldite Epoxy, Urethanes,
Metacrilates Ren Tooling Board Adhesives... plus Devcon glue, cold glues and more foundry tools - Delivers a full line of adhesives that support all your tool and prototyping needs, featuring: plywood plywood and leafy materials, leaf sheets, particle boards and other sheeting materials. Equipment and equipment accessories plywood,
Masonic sheets, particle boards, and other leafy materials. A complete line of lyoch slabs and accessories, vents, dowels and other accessories. Steel and brass dowels are aligned for use with basic boxes and mold halves. A large selection of brass, steel, aluminum and nylon air vents. Dike-O-Seal Preform Seals, Striptube Seals, Shalco Blowplate Cast Aluminum Chainlock Plates, Offset Plates, Match-Lok Magnesium Plates, Flat Plates, Insert Plates, designed for positive registration to handle and drag halves. High-quality leather fillets in the industry. Designed to securely lock the core of the field half used to ventilate the oil of the nucleus of the nucleus of a
curved or irregular design. To use in difficult to draw forms. Mouth spray can, slicks and trowels, hand riddles, bench rammers, pyrometers, pasta bulbs. Rapping plates, vibrators, cast urethane gating components, brass rod, dry forgiving agent, urethane Wipers and Brass Keepers, Layout Liquid, Flex-Gate Flexible Gating Catalog covers
the following products: pumps, faucets, pins, screws, bits, wire fabric and mesh, scales, incisors, presses, rolls and rollers, glues, ribbons, drums, gliders, scissors, sprayers, tires, wax, letters, mandrels, Degasifiers, Cabinets, And Brads , Plates, catalog of dispensers covers the following products: Seals, Pads, Thermocouples, Pins, Bits,
Reamers, Rivets, Pens, Pulls and Levers, Cutters, Clamps, Thermometers, glues, buttons, boxes, vents, wax, taping machines, fillets, pilots, spatula, spoons, corks and corks, vibrators, Rammers, Blades, Bags, Rubber, Glues, Bowls, Additives, Resins, Plaster, Coatings, Catalysts, Hardeners, Gloves, Releases, Urethanes, Accessories, :
Pads, Epoxies, Adhesives, bottles, bottles Accelerators, cannons, hats, kits, connections, Freeman Manufacturing and Supply Co. dispensers and Supply Co. offer exceptional customer service and technical assistance for all your molding, casting, prototyping, foundry, patterning, dip board needs and more. With several technical
representatives across North America, you can be sure Freeman will be there throughout your project, every step of the way. Way.
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